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Worthiness

I read somewhere that worthiness isn’t something we have to work towards
because it is innate.
It is as matter of fact as the rising sun
It is as normal as shades of autumn coming after winter
I wish that I didn’t forget how much it was a part it, how much it was a part of me
Hopefully, in those forgetful times – I can find my way back to remembering
that I am worthy
Not because some affirmation said so but because in every fiber of my skin,
it is written that I am worthy of abundance
even in my darkest hours
my being
my existence is the etching of my creators love for me
and my worthiness isn’t something that I have to contend, explore or find
Because she, like I, is as real as the earth, moon, stars and the sky
Who am I to question if I’m worthy?
When it’s one of the few things that’s already been decided for me
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[time, space & matter]
Sometimes I feel like I can bend time, space and matter
It feels as though the waves of time are intertwined with space and
sometimes, the earth under my own two feet doesn’t even feel real
It’s like im slipping through the cracks between déjà vu and the present
Moving in and out of reality
Slipping in and out of reality
almost at the speed of light right before it reaches our eyes to paint the
picture
I have been here before
More times that I can count
But I am still learning
I have been here before
My spirit is leaving my body to remind me that this moment is a lesson I
should pay more attention to
I don’t know if that’s my gut churning to waken my intuition
being self-aware is like pulling yourself out of deep water and pumping
grace back into your lungs
so you can live another day or year, to breath in fresh air
so you can live another day or year, to hold on to your own power
so that maybe, one day I can tell my legacy that look - I could bend
time, space & matter
but that I am still learning
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